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Abstra t
We des ribe a method to build an environment for pro essing mathemati al domains of omputation. Basi ally, the environment may aid the user in: (i) spe ifying
orre t abstra t omputational stru tures and their models, (ii) ompleting the sets
of properties of operators by means of a learning method and (iii) determining the
orre t domain in whi h a mathemati al

omputation must be performed.

The

system is built upon a hybrid knowledge representation system.
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Introdu tion

We have designed a shell for knowledge representation whi h an be used as an environment apable of representing arbitrary mathemati al domains linked by algebrai relationships, and of performing orre t omputations on these domains. A orre t representation
of domains is a hieved through a onstru tive de nition taking into a ount the fun tions
of the domains and the properties. This in ludes onsisten y, ompleteness of properties
and orre tness of fun tion implementations with respe t to these properties.
The environment (Figure 1) is built upon a hybrid knowledge representation system,
alled MANTRA [Bit℄. MANTRA was designed upon the following two prin iples: (i)
several ooperating formalisms are better then a unique representation formalism, and (ii)
a lear uni ed semanti s explaining the meaning of the knowledge representation language
is fundamental.
The spe i ation omponent is used to spe ify and to represent arbitrary abstra t omputational stru tures and their domains. This omponent aids the user in building an
ACS, also based on other known \lower" ACS, taking into a ount the onsisten y of the
set of properties.
The learning omponent a ts as an automati knowledge a quisition tool in order to get a
omplete set of properties. This is performed by investigating the results of omputations
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of the method of explanation-based generalization.
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Figure 1: The stru ture of the environment
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The paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2 we des ribe MANTRA. In se tion 3 we
present a formal de nition of signatures, domains, terms and interpretations. Se tion 4
deals with abstra t omputational stru tures, domains and their representation. Se tion
5 deals with the method adopted to omplete a set of properties. Finally, we present some
on luding remarks on the design of the environment in se tion 6.
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MANTRA

MANTRA (Modular Assertional, Semanti Network and Terminologi al Representation
Approa h) is a shell for knowledge representation. It is best des ribed in [Bit℄ where a list
of referen es is given. The main hara teristi s of MANTRA are: (i) The introdu tion of a
multilevel ar hite ture for hybrid systems together with a methodology to de ne a uni ed
semanti s for knowledge representation methods and their intera tion. (ii) The integration
of two features whi h are usually not found in hybrid systems: Inheritan e with ex eption
and heuristi programming. (iii) The extension of the Frame terminologi al language
to a ept n-valued relations instead of binary roles only. (iv) The semanti de nition
of non-monotoni inheritan e with ex eptions using the four-valued logi approa h. (v)
All algorithms for inferen e pro edures are de idable. (vi) High intera tion among the
di erent knowledge representations overed by the system.
Logi , frames and semanti nets are used to express de larative knowledge and are alled
epistemologi al methods be ause they are asso iated to models in the external world. A
produ tion system represents a omplete programming paradigm in luding the pro edural
aspe t and is alled a heuristi method be ause of this feature. One or more inferen e
pro edures are asso iated to ea h of the epistemologi al methods.
First order logi o ers a very powerful inferen e pro edure allowing to generate all of the
entailed (i.e. impli itly represented) knowledge by a given amount of expli itly represented
knowledge. The problem of verifying if a given element of knowledge is entailed by a
ertain amount of expli it knowledge is, however, not de idable in rst order logi . To
avoid this problem we adopt a non- omplete inferen e pro edure and a query pro edure

These pro edures are semanti ally de ned through a four-valued logi approa h [Be℄.
Our frame method is a terminologi al language as in Bra hman [Br et al.℄ But it extends
its apabilities by a epting n-valued relations. The main inferen e pro edure is the
subsumption pro edure. A on ept or relation subsumes another one if the former in ludes
the latter.
Semanti networks are methods based on the abstra tion of nodes and edges. The method
adopted in our approa h allows to de ne hierar hies with ex eption. The inheritan e
pro edure is the main inferen e pro edure available in this method. It allows to verify if a
lass is a sub lass of another one given an expli it hierar hy onsisting of either default or
ex eption links. The so- alled s epti al inheritan e approa h [Ho et al.℄ has been sele ted
within, again, the four-valued semanti approa h.
These three epistemologi al methods are not very powerful when standing alone be ause
of the adoption of the four-valued semanti s whi h weaken the dedu tive power of the
system. But, this hoi e was mandatory in order to have only de idable inferen e algorithms and a semanti ally sound system. The dedu tive power is, however, very mu h
in reased by the asso iation of the three methods. This asso iation is performed through
the de nition of hybrid inferen e pro edures allowing to generate new knowledges from
those a quired through the three methods separately. This intera tion is de ned not by
the inferen e pro edures themselves but by the semanti spe i ation of the results that
these pro edures should provide. The ar hite ture of MANTRA is de ned along three
levels: the epistemologi al level, the logi al level and the heuristi level as shown in gure
2.
The epistemologi al level in ludes the three methods des ribed above and it is extendible.
Ea h of the orresponding modules is thus onstru ted around some epistemologi al notions: predi ates, fun tions and onstants in the logi module, on epts and relations in
the frames module, lasses and hierar hies in the semanti net module. Synta ti ally,
ea h one of these modules onsists of a set of primitives whi h are used to manipulate
the epistemologi al notions. The four-valued semanti s enables to model ignoran e and
in onsisten y and thus provides a semanti s for an in omplete inferen e me hanism.
The se ond level introdu es the on ept of knowledge base. Two primitives are used to
store fa ts and to interrogate knowledge bases respe tively. There are eight possible intera tions among modules: logi -frame, logi -semanti networks (SN), frame-SN. SN-logi ,
SN-frame, logi -frame-SN, frame-logi -SN and SN-logi -frame. All these intera tions have
been semanti ally de ned and algorithms for the rst three have been proposed and proven
sound and omplete with respe t to the semanti de nition.
The third level is the heuristi level. It onsists of primitives allowing the de nition of
produ tion systems. At this level the on i t resolution and ow ontrol strategies applied
during the exe ution of these produ tion systems an be expli itly hosen through spe ial
primitives.
The ommon basis for all the implemented inferen e pro edures is the uni ation fun tion.
A spe ialized uni ation pa kage has been implemented in KCL. It is based upon the
almost linear algorithm of Martelli and Montanari [Ma,Mo℄.
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Figure 2: The ar hite ture of MANTRA
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Basi Notions and Notations

 = hS ; i is an order-sorted signature onsisting of S , a nite set of order-sorted sorts,
and , the set of operator symbols. is the union of pairwise disjoint subsets of w;s,
the sets of operator symbols with argument sorts w 2 S , i.e. w = s1      sn for n  0
and si 2 S , and range sort s 2 S .
kwk and  are used to denote the length of w and the empty word respe tively. Cs is
the set of onstant symbols of sort s ( ;s). The ordering v is extended to words by
s1      sn v s1      sn i 8i = 1;    ; n : si v si .
A domain D with the signature  = hS ; i, also alled -domain, is a pair D = hU ; Fi
su h that U is an S -indexed family of sets and F is a -indexed family of fun tions with:


0

0

0

(i) Us are sets for all s 2 S , alled the universe of sorts s in the domain.
(ii) Ff 2 Us if f 2 ;s and s 2 S , alled onstants of D.
(iii) Ff 2 Us1      Us ! Us, fun tions for all operator symbols f , if f 2
with n  1, s; si 2 S and i = 1;    ; n.
n

s1 sn ;s

Let  = hS ; i be a signature and Xs for ea h s 2 S a set of variables of sort s. We
assume that the variables of distin t sorts are distin t and that no variable is a member
of . The union X = [s Xs is alled the set of variables with respe t to .
The sets Ts; (X ) of terms of sort s are indu tively de ned as follows:
2S

(i) Xs [ Cs  Ts; (X ) (basi terms ),
(ii) f (t1;    ; tn) 2 Ts; (X ) ( omposite terms) for all operator symbols f 2
and all terms ti 2 Ts ; (X ) i = 1;    ; n,
i

s1 sn ;s

s;

s;

variables of sort s, also alled ground terms of sort s, is de ned for the empty set
X = ; of variables as follows:
(iv) Ts; = Ts; (;). The set of terms T (X ) and the set of terms without variables T
are de ned as follows:
(v) T(X )S= Ss Ts; (X ) with s1; s2 2 S ; s1 v s2; t 2 Ts1; (X ) ) t 2 Ts2 ; (X ) and
T = s Ts; with s1 ; s2 2 S ; s1 v s2 ; t 2 Ts1 ; ) t 2 Ts2 ; . This also implies
that ea h sort (type) inherits all terms possessed by its subsorts (types).
2S

2S

Let T be the set of terms of signature  = hS ;
' : T ! D is re ursively de ned as follows:

i and D a -domain. The interpretation

(i) '(f ) = Ff for all f 2 ;s, s 2 S .
(ii) '(f (t1;    ; tn)) = Ff ('(t1);    ; '(tn)) for all f (t1;    ; tn) 2 T.
Given a set of variables X for  = hS ; i, a -domain D and an assignment : X ! D
with (x) 2 Us for x 2 Xs and s 2 S , the extension  : T(X ) ! D of the assignment
: X ! D is re ursively de ned as follows:
(i) (x) = (x) for all variables x 2 X .
 (f ) = Ff for all f 2 ;s , s 2 S .
(ii) (f (t1;    ; tn)) = Ff ((t1);    ; (tn)) for all f (t1;    ; tn) 2 T(X )
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Abstra t Computational Stru tures

Initially, we have to extend the notion of signature by adding some properties. Given
a signature  = hS ; i and variables X with respe t to . A triple p = hX; L; Ri
with L; R 2 Ts; (X ) for some s 2 S is alled a property of sort s with respe t to .
The property p = hX; L; Ri is said to be valid in a -domain D if for all assignment
: X ! D we have (L) = (R). Ground properties are properties p = hX; L; Ri with
X = ;. In this ase L and R are ground terms.
An abstra t omputational stru ture ACS = h; Pi onsists of a signature  = hS ; i
and P , a set of properties with respe t to . Based on other known ACS we an onstru t
a new ACS by integrating all operators and properties possessed by the known ACS and
by adding additional operators and properties into the new one. This implies that ea h
ACS inherits all operators and properties possessed by the ACS on whi h it is based.
In order to represent su h ACS by means of the knowledge representation formalisms
provided by MANTRA we divide the onstru tion of an ACS into the following parts:
(i) ACS des riptor, (ii) ACS operators, (iii) ACS initial properties and (iv) ACS learned
properties (see the example in gure 3).

an represent an ACS as a knowledge base that we all a knowledge base module . These
modules, embodying the ACS and their models under onsideration, are joined together
into a semanti network preserving the relations among the ACS by means of the de ned
hierar hies. In the semanti network ea h node orresponds to a module and the links
spe ify whi h entities are inherited by whi h modules within a parti ular hierar hy.
An ACS des riptor is represented by a on ept, using the Tell primitive provided by the
knowledge base management at the logi al level, possessing the following relations: (i)
ACS-id, a unique identi er representing the name of the ACS, (ii) ACS-mode, a symbol
representing S , (iii) parameters, a list of other (known) ACS representing S and (iv)
based-on, a list of other (known) ACS on whi h the ACS is based.
Similarly, ea h operator of an ACS is represented by means of a on ept possessing the
following relations: (i) operator-id, a symbol representing the name of an operator, (ii)
domain, a list of other known ACS, whi h are elements of S , onstituting the domain
sorts of the operator, (iii) range, the range sort of the operator.
Properties are spe i ed into two parts: Initial properties and learned properties. The
representation of both parts is the same. The initial properties are the basi properties to
be possessed by the operators. The learned properties remain to be a quired in order to
omplete the set of properties. In the next se tion we deal with a method for ompleting
a set of properties.
A property p = hX; L; Ri is represented by means of a logi formula, using the assertional
module at the logi al level, where ea h variable in X is bounded by a universal quanti er;
L and R are treated as left-hand side and right-hand side respe tively.
In order to onstru t a domain with respe t to a parti ular ACS we have to implement ea h
relevant fun tion through an operator symbol spe i ed in the ACS. A domain onsists of
three parts: (i) domain des riptor, (ii) fun tion des riptors and (ii) the implementation
of ea h fun tion. The implementation of fun tions is supported by an embedded Lisp
programming environment and relies on the lassi al algebrai algorithms.
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Completing a set of properties

The next gure shows an ACS for group with all inherited operators and properties.
ACS group  mode g ;
based-on fg ;
fun tion

f : (g,g) ! g
inv : (g) ! g
ne : () ! g ;

initial properties
p0: 8 x 2 g : f(ne,x) = x
p1: 8 x 2 g : f(inv(x),x) = ne

2
learned properties

p3:
p4:
p5:
p6:
p7:
p8:
p9:
end-of-ACS;

= ne
8 x 2 g : f(x,ne) = x
8 x 2 g : inv(inv(x)) = x
8 x 2 g : f(x,inv(x)) = ne
8 x,y 2 g : f(inv(x),f(x,y)) = y
8 x,y 2 g : f(x,f(inv(x),y)) = y
8 x,y 2 g : inv(f(x,y)) = f(inv(y),inv(x));
inv(ne)

gure 3: Example

To omplete the set of properties one an not rely on the Knuth-Bendix algorithm [Kn,Be℄
whi h is both ineÆ ient and unpra ti able for our purposes [Bi℄.
Let us suppose that we have an ACS for groups as de ned above and we assume that
the learned properties have been a quired. Let t0 = f(f(inv(f(y,f(inv(y),x))),x),f(ne,x))
and tnf = x, t0; tnf 2 T(X ), be terms with respe t to . Sin e t0 and tnf belong to
the same ongruen e lass, the interpretations of both terms yield the same result, i.e.
tnf =R t0. Therefore, it is on eivable to redu e a term to its anoni al normal form
before interpreting it. This redu tion pro ess is a omplished synta ti ally. In order to
a hieve tnf from t0 the following redu tion hain is pro essed.
t0

!p8 t1 !p1 t2 !p0 t3 !p0 tnf

The underlying idea of the redu tion of a term is that the problem of the validity of
an equation in an ACS an be solved by the study of a ongruen e equation modulo a
relation in the domain (=R), a synta ti problem. In order to determine whether or not
an equation is valid in the given ACS, i.e., whether or not two terms belong to the same
ongruen e lass, initially, we have to onstru t a \ omplete" set of properties.
Therefore, ompletion means a ording to [Ba et al.℄ a quiring suÆ iently many properties su h that, in parti ular, any appli ation of a property in a proof within the equational
theory an be transformed into a redu tion proof.
We just keep the properties de ned by the user as they are, i.e., at the beginning we
do not try to make the set of properties omplete. Instead, the interpretations of terms
should be used as positive training instan es from whi h new properties ould be a quired
in rementally. The new a quired properties onstitute the learned properties part as
mentioned above. This an be a hieved by introdu ing the following basi steps: (i)
Before t 2 T is interpreted, it should be redu ed using the existing properties. In this
step, we should use heuristi s to support or to a elerate the redu tion pro ess. (ii)
Interpret t. (iii) Try to nd a relation between the result and the term whi h has been
interpreted by using the method of goal regression [Wa℄. This involves traversing their
parse trees in the top-down manner and repla ing onstants by variables onsistently.

form \generalized term = generalized result" . A ording to the notion of ompletion, as
mentioned above, the generalized equation remains to be proven in order to a quire new
properties. (v) Integrate the new a quired properties into the learned properties part.
Restri ting the properties to the following forms: (i) The left hand side of a property an
be redu ed by no property but itself and (ii) The right hand side of a property an not
be redu ed by a property, we are apable of determining a method whi h an be applied
in solving the problems in steps (iii) and (iv).
The problem o urring in step (iii) an be stated as follows: given: A term L and a term
R, the result of the interpretation of L (L; R 2 T ), determine: L = R L ; R 2 T (X ),
the generalization of the equation L = R.
The following basi steps, based on a depth- rst tree traversal, des ribe the pro ess of
determining the generalization of L = R:
0

0

0

0

Build the parse tree of L a ording to the
orresponding ontext-free grammar [Ho,Ul℄ of the ACS;
Let  be a set of substitutions i;
 = fiji = 1; :::; ng;
Initialize  := fg ; n := 0 ;
for-ea h 0-ary fun tion ``fn:() ! val'' belonging to the
fun tion implementation of the given domain

do

n := (fn/val);
 :=  [ fng;

n := n + 1;
traverse the parse tree of L in a depth-first manner;
for-ea h terminal node being traversed do
if 9i : (i 2 ) ^ (i = (X/ ))
then substitute the terminal node using i

else

if

ompute an appropriate n = (X', )
where X' is a variable not o urring in
 :=  [ fng;
apply n on the terminal node ;
n := n + 1;
 an substitute all terminal nodes of R
then return L0 = (R) else fail

;

The problem o urring in step (iv) an be stated as follows : given: An equation L = R
as hypothesis, determine: The proof of the given equation.
A ording to the notion of ompletion, as mentioned before, an equation an be eliminated
if there is already a rewrite proof for it. Our problem in this step leads to a quiring
properties, whi h an be used to prove the given equation.
To des ribe the algorithm, based on a breadth- rst tree traversal, for a quiring su h
properties, we need two global variables: q of type Qu and the td (tree depth) of type
integer, where Qu is a queue of pairs (left,right), where left and right are parse trees of
terms of the given ACS.
0

0

the given equation L = R :
0

0

q := sto k(empty-queue,(Parse-L', Parse-R'));
while not is-empty(q) do
a := front(q);
q := rest(q);
breadth-first(a.left)
if ( (the depth of a.left is equal to td) _
(not mat h-property(a.left,a.right)) )
then assert the property term(a.left)=term(a.right) to the learned properties
part, where term(x) is the term orresponding to the parse tree of x

The pro edure breadth- rst traverses its input argument in a breadth- rst manner and
terminates at the tree depth where the rst terminal node has been rea hed. After this
termination, the global variable td is assigned to the depth of this terminal node.
The fun tion mat h-property yields the value true if there exists a property px = hX; L; Ri
and a set of tree substitution S = f(treei /treei )g su h that the following onditions hold:
r

l

1. Applying S to left-tree, where S is applied to ea h subtree of left-tree whose root is
the node of left-tree at the depth td, yields a tree that is equal to the parse tree of
L.
2. a.right is equal to the parse tree of R .
0

0

If there exists su h S then ea h pair (treei /treei ) is inserted into q, i.e., q := sto k(q,
(treei /treei )). Otherwise the fun tion mat h-property yields the value false.
l

l
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Con lusion

We have investigated the possibility to use a hybrid knowledge representation to represent
mathemati al domains. The idea behind ompleting a set of properties is that a semanti
problem an be solved by the study of an equation ongruen e modulo a relation, a
synta ti problem. The urrently existing ompletion methods have pra ti al limitations
due to the non-existen e of a omplete set of properties in many ases. We propose an
approa h to a quire the properties that an be used to prove a given equation. The major
steps in a quiring su h properties are the generalization and the proof of positive training
instan es. The proposed method is very reminis ent of the method of explanation-based
learning [Mi et al.℄.
One of the further works in progress is to design the problem solving omponent. The
main idea is that a, say mathemati al or physi al, problem an be solved by spe ifying
the problem in the representation as de ned in the environment and by using knowledge
whi h has been stored in knowledge bases. Basi ally, it is very diÆ ult to nd a orre t
solution sin e, probably, the knowledge, whi h has been already stored, is not suÆ ient
to solve the given problem. A on eivable approa h onsists in integrating an intelligent

an expert in order to a quire additional knowledge required to solve the problem.
To implement e e tively the proposed approa h we must still solve several problems, su h
as to nd an approximated riterion to terminate the property a quisition pro edure when,
for instan e, \suÆ iently" many properties have been a quired (generally this problem
is unde idable). To have an eÆ ient implementation satisfa tory running time must also
be a hieved. To nd solution to su h problems is the next step in this ongoing resear h
proje t.
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